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Abstract: The large-scale integration of rooftop PVs stalls due to the voltage limit violations they
provoke, the uncontrolled reactive power flow in the superordinate grids and the information and
communications technology (ICT) related challenges that arise in solving the voltage limit violation
problem. This paper attempts to solve these issues using the LINK-based holistic architecture,
which takes into account the behaviour of the entire power system, including customer plants.
It focuses on the analysis of the behaviour of distribution grids with the highest PV share, leading to
the determination of the structure of the Volt/var control chain. The voltage limit violations in low
voltage grid and the ICT challenge are solved by using concentrated reactive devices at the end of
low voltage feeders. Q-Autarkic customer plants relieve grids from the load-related reactive power.
The optimal arrangement of the compensation devices is determined by a series of simulations.
They are conducted in a common model of medium and low voltage grids. Results show that the best
performance is achieved by placing compensation devices at the secondary side of the supplying
transformer. The Volt/var control chain consists of two Volt/var secondary controls; one at medium
voltage level (which also controls the TSO-DSO reactive power exchange), the other at the customer
plant level.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, climate change has become apparent, not only for scientists but also for everybody [1].
Reducing emissions through the use of renewable sustainable resources while maintaining a reliable
and secure electricity supply is becoming increasingly imperative. In this context, the large-scale
implementation of Distributed Generation (DG) holds a considerable potential [2].

European utilities supply 260 million customers, of which more than 99% are connected at the Low
Voltage (LV) level [3]. The use of inverters available in DGs, e.g., rooftop photovoltaic (PV), to control
the voltage in distribution networks [4] has introduced various local control strategies such as cos
ϕ (P), Q(U), and so on [5–7] that provoke uncontrolled reactive power flows on the superordinate
grids. Implementing PVs on the rooftop of each customer requires the coordination of millions of local
controllers needed to operate the power system reliably and securely. A flood of data exchange is
necessary that poses serious challenges to ICT, cyber security and data privacy [8–10].

The optimal volt/var management or control is one of the most essential processes for utilities
to maintain reliable voltages and to keep the power factor close to one. Currently, they use reactive
devices (RDs) to reduce the amount of reactive power flowing through transmission lines and to
maintain sufficient reactive power capability in transmission systems [11]. In medium voltage (MV)
grids, capacitor banks are mostly used to support the voltage [12]. The uncontrolled reactive power
flow in high voltage (HV) and MV levels provoked by the large scale implementation of local control
strategies in LV level upsets the current practices [13]. In the process of reactive power management are
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already involved different actors, i.e., transmission (TSO) and distribution system operators (DSO) and
customers (as owners of PV inverters). Considering the perspective of individual actors or optimizing
individual functionalities may lead to suboptimal solutions and other, difficult to overcome, challenges.
In contrast, the holistic architecture vision enables large-scale rollout of the new control paradigms
leading to optimal solutions [14]. Volt/var control chain strategy promises the solution of the problem
related to voltage control and reactive power management that is of utmost importance to utilities,
as they may favor the large scale integration of distributed generation.

The volt/var control chain strategy that comprises all grid levels, i.e., HV, MV, LV and Customer
Plant (CP) grid, located on the vertical axis (Y-axis) of the holistic model “The energy supply chain
net” [15] is introduced in [16]. It relies on the LINK-based holistic architecture [17], where the Secondary
Control (SC) is the crucial instrument to realize a sustainable and reliable grid operation of the whole
power system including CPs. The implementation of secondary control in CP level enables the full
reactive power (Q) compensation of the customer plants, leading to Q-self-sufficient or Q-Autarkic
customers [18]. The DSO owned reactive devices, e.g., L(U)-controlled coils, installed at LV feeders with
voltage limit violation potential, keep the voltage within the limits [19], while providing substantial
technical (reduced losses, Q-exchange and Distribution Transformer (DTR) loading [20]; and increased
hosting capacity [21]) and social (preserved data privacy and avoided discrimination [20]) benefits
compared to the cos ϕ (P)- and Q(U)-control strategies. Further on, the L(U)+Q-Autarky control
ensemble provides substantial technical benefits compared to the L(U)-control strategy [18].

All var-local control strategies, i.e., cosϕ (P), Q(U), L(U), etc., provoke uncontrolled reactive power
flows in the superordinate voltage level grids inclusive the HV grid. The reactive power margin
(RPM) decreases significantly if the DG production comes close to the demand or even exceeds it [22].
The power system approaches a voltage instable situation.

This paper examines the effect of additional compensation devices (CDs) on the distribution grid
behaviour, when the volt/var control chain strategy that implies the L(U)+Q-autarky control ensemble
is used. Furthermore, the optimal link-grid size is investigated for the specific conditions.

Section 2 gives an overview of the fundamentals of the volt/var control chain strategy,
the description of the customer plant and distribution grid model, and the definition of the simulated
control setups. Section 3 presents the investigation results concerning the distribution grid behaviour
and the effect of CD placement. Furthermore, a grid-link setup for practical implementation is
presented. Finally, in Section 4, some concluding remarks are summarized.

2. Materials and Methods

This work builds on the LINK-based holistic architecture and the associated strategy of volt/var
control chain, the fundamentals of which are outlined below. After that follows the model description
of the considered grids and of the simulated control setups.

2.1. Fundamentals of Volt/Var Control Chain Strategy

SC is the base instrument to realize the volt/var control chain strategy. It is one of the fundamental
components of each grid-link [17]. It refers to control actions that are calculated based on the grid-link
control area. It fulfils a predefined objective function by respecting the dynamic grid constraints on the
grid-link boundaries and the static constraints of electrical appliances (PQ-diagrams of generators,
transformer rating, etc.). Dynamic grid constraints are the reactive and active power exchange at
the grid-link boundaries that are agreed from the corresponding grid-link operators. The grid-link
contains SC-loops for both major entities of power systems—frequency and voltage. This paper
deals with the volt/var secondary control (VVSC) schemas. The generalized form of volt/var control
chain strategy [16] in the Y-axis of the holistic model “The energy supply chain net” that implies
the L(U)+Q-autarky control ensemble [18] is shown in Figure 1. All relevant links are drawn in
gold-coloured solid lines, while the neighbour grid-links are indicated by gold-dashed lines. Grid-links
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are set upon three classical levels: CP, LV and MV level. The automation and communication path is
blue, while the power flow path is black.
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Figure 1. The generalized form of the volt/var control chain strategy implying the L(U)+Q-autarky
control ensemble.

RDs are used in power systems for two purposes: for voltage control (voltage control reactive
device—VCRD) or reactive power compensation (compensation device—CD). The corresponding
varPCs receive the set-points U* and Q* as in Table 1.

Table 1. Devices considered for voltage-control and var-compensation.

Device Purpose Set-Point for varPC

RD
VCRD Voltage control U*

CD Var compensation Q*

The main reason to introduce inductive devices on the low voltage grid is to keep the voltage
within the limits over the all-time horizon. L(U)s are VCRD, e.g., coils, connected at the end of LV
feeders, which may violate the upper voltage limit. The positioning of L(U)s at the LV feeder end
shows high effectiveness due to the prevalent high voltage sensitivity (∂U/∂Q) [23]. Q-autarky is a
special mode of operation of the volt/var secondary control set up in the CP level (VVSCCP). Neither Q
(QLV

CP = 0) nor Q-data exchange with the LV grid is required when operating the distribution grid with
high PV-share. CPs are Q-self-sufficient.

The following generalized equation is introduced for the first time to compactly represent the
VVC chain in the Y-axis:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
voltPCMV

OLTC, varPCMV
RD , varPCMV

DG/DSt, VVSCMV,LV
ngb , varCnsHV

MV

)
,

VVSCLV
(
varPCLV

RD, varPCLV
DG/DSt, VVSCLV,CP

ngb , varCnsMV
LV

)
, VVSCCP

(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)} (1)

where VVSCMV calculates in real time

(a) the voltage set-point for the primary control voltPCMV
OLTC of the supplying transformer and

other transformers included in the MV_link-grid (e.g., 34.5 kV/11 kV, etc.) that have
On-Load-Tap-Changer (OLTC);

(b) the var set-points for the primary controls varPCMV
RD of all RDs included in the MV_link-grid;
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(c) the var set-points for the primary controls varPCMV
DG/DSt of all DGs and Distributed Storages (DSt)

connected to the MV_link-grid;
(d) the var set-points for the Volt/var secondary controls VVSCMV,LV

ngb of all neighbour MV_ or

LV_grid-links, while respecting the var constraint varCnsHV
MV at the border to the HV_link-grid.

VVSCLV calculates in real time:

(a) the voltage and var set-points for the primary controls varPCLV
RD of all RDs included in the

LV_link-grid;
(b) the var set-points for the primary controls varPCLV

DG/DSt of all DGs and DSts connected to the
LV_link-grid;

(c) the var set-points for the Volt/var secondary controls VVSCLV,CP
ngb of all neighbour LV_ or

CP_grid-links, while respecting the var constraint varCnsMV
LV at the border to the MV_link-grid.

(d) VVSCCP calculates in real time
(e) the var set-point for the primary control varPCCP

inv of the PV-inverter connected to CP_link-grid;
while respecting the var constraint varCnsLV

CP at the border to the LV_link-grid.

In the generalized form of the VVC chain discussed above, grid-links are set up based on the
classical splitting method of the power system structure into HV, MV and LV levels. But, by definition
(the link-grid size is variable and is defined from the area, where the secondary-control is set up),
the link-grid size is variable. It may apply not only to the classical grid parts but also to a part of the
grid, which may include one or more voltage levels together, e.g., MV and LV level [17].

In the following is analysed the effect of the CDs on the distribution grid behaviour, when the
Volt/var control chain strategy that implies the L(U)+Q-autarky control ensemble is used to control the
voltage and the reactive power flow in distribution grids. It is supposed that the distribution grid is
operated by one DSO. The optimal link-grid size for these specific conditions is investigated. The basic
principle is keeping the number of secondary and primary control units as low as possible to avoid
complex automation schemes.

2.2. Model Description

The customer plant model and the distribution grid model comprising MV_ and LV_link-grids that
are used to analyse the behaviour of distribution grids with different control setups are presented below.

2.2.1. Customer Plant Model

Figure 2a shows the used customer plant structure. It has two components: the load or
power consumption and the electricity production. For each customer plant i and time-point t, it is
characterized by the active and reactive power consumption and production of the internal loads
(PCP

load,i,t and QCP
load,i,t) and the PV-system ( PCP

inv,i,t and QCP
inv,i,t), respectively. The active PLV

CP,i,t and reactive

power QLV
CP,i,t flows from the CP i to LV_link-grid at time-point t are given by:

PLV
CP,i,t = PCP

inv,i,t − PCP
load,i,t, (2a)

QLV
CP,i,t = QCP

inv,i,t −QCP
load,i,t (2b)
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Figure 2. Customer plant model: (a) structure; (b) load and production profiles.

Each CP is connected to a boundary link node (BLiN) of the corresponding LV_link-grid
with the actual Ui,t and nominal voltage ULV

nom, and includes a PV-system with a module-rating
of PCP

PV,r = 5 kW [24] and an inverter-rating of SCP
inv,r = PCP

PV,r/0.9 [25].
Figure 2b shows the load and production profiles represented by solid and dashed lines,

respectively. Active and reactive power are coloured red and blue, respectively. The critical time-point
tcrit, where the maximal PV production occurs, is marked as a black vertical line. The profiles determine
the active and reactive power consumption of loads for nominal grid voltage (Pload

nom,t and Qload
nom,t) and

the active power production of the PV-system, as in:

Pload
nom,t = f P,load

t ·Pload
peak, (3a)

Qload
nom,t = f Q,load

t ·Pload
peak (3b)

PCP
inv,i,t = f P,PV

t ·PCP
PV,r (3c)

where f P,load
t and f Q,load

t are the active and reactive power load profile factors at time-point t; f P,PV
t is

the active power production profile factor at time-point t; and Pload
peak = 1.368 kW is the peak active

power demand (the value of Pload
peak is calculated based on the maximum 15-minutes mean value of the

active power flow measured throughout 2016 at the secondary side of the DTR of the real LV_link-grid
described in Section 2.2.2 [24]) of each CP’s load. The reactive power contribution of PV-systems is
determined by the applied control strategy as described in Section 2.3. It is interesting to note that
nowadays the load has changed the behaviour in terms of reactive power. The load behaves capacitive
in the evening because the residential customers have mainly turned to LED lighting [26].

The load voltage dependency is modelled with a ZIP model according to:

PCP
load,i,t = Pload

nom,t·

(
CP,Z

t ·
(
Ui,t/ULV

nom

)2
+ CP,I

t ·
(
Ui,t/ULV

nom

)
+ CP,P

t

)
(4a)

QCP
load,i,t = Qload

nom,t·

(
CQ,Z

t ·

(
Ui,t/ULV

nom

)2
+ CQ,I

t ·
(
Ui,t/ULV

nom

)
+ CQ,P

t

)
(4b)

where CP,Z
t , CP,I

t , CP,P
t and CQ,Z

t , CQ,I
t , CQ,P

t are the active and reactive power ZIP coefficients at
time-point t. ZIP coefficients and load profiles are given for the considered 24 h time horizon in [26,27].
The load and production profiles shown in Figure 2b are sampled into ∆t = 15 min time-steps, resulting
in N = 24 h/∆t = 96 load-flow simulations per scenario.

2.2.2. Distribution Grid Models

MV and LV levels are modelled and simulated in a common model. For the sake of simplicity,
they are described separately below.
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(A) Low Voltage Grid

Figure 3 shows a simplified one-line diagram of the used LV_link-grid model.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 23 
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practically compensated by CDs connected at different points of the grid. Therefore, a series of 
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Figure 3. Simplified one-line diagram of the LV_link-grid model.

It is a real rural grid with four feeders with a minimum and maximum length of 565 m and
1.63 km, respectively. In this link-grid with a cable share of about 59% and a nominal voltage of
ULV

nom = 0.4 kV are connected 61 residential customers. It is connected to the MV_link-grid through a
21 kV/0.42 kV, 400 kVA DTR with its tap changer fixed in mid-position. The detailed LV_link-grid
model data (instead of the 160 kVA DTR given in the mentioned reference, a 400 kVA one with a
rated primary and secondary voltage of 21 kV and 0.42 kV, respectively, and a short circuit voltage of
3.7% with a resistive part of 1% is used, because of the high PV share. The tap changer is fixed in its
mid-position) is given in [28]. Figure 3 shows with red crosses the connection points of the L(U)s.

(B) Medium Voltage Grid

Figure 4 shows a simplified one-line diagrams of the used MV_link-grids. Both MV_link-grids
are identical, except for the conductor type: Figure 4a,b represent the cases with cable and overhead
conductors in MV level, respectively. To each MV_link-grid are connected 32 LV_link-grids and two
PV-systems, each with a module and inverter rating of PMV

PV,r= 1 MW and SMV
inv,r= 1 MVA, respectively.

The active power production PMV
inv,t of each PV-system connected to the MV_link-grid at time-point t is

determined by:
PMV

inv,t = f P,PV
t ·PMV

PV,r (5)

while the reactive power contribution is determined by the applied control strategy as described in
Section 2.3. The MV feeder length is 24 km and slack voltage is set to the nominal value of 110 kV.
The detailed data of the MV_link-grid models is given in Appendix A.
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2.3. Simulated Control Setups

The use of the reactive power to control the voltage in LV grids leads to an uncontrolled reactive
power flow up to the HV grid, reducing its RPM. This uncontrolled reactive power flow can be
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practically compensated by CDs connected at different points of the grid. Therefore, a series of
simulations is performed to investigate the grid behaviour for various placements of CDs when the
VVC chain strategy is used. The grid-link setups are set assuming that the same DSO owns and operates
the MV and LV grids. They are derived from the generalized VVC chain strategy shown in Figure 1.
The five identified cases are depicted in Figures 5–9. For each case is derived a specific equation
from the generalized form presented in Equation (1) that describes all elements involved in the VVC
chain, Equations (6)–(10). It is supposed that neither DSts nor DGs are connected to the LV_link-grids.
One of the basic principles in setting up the grid-links is the minimization of the number of secondary
and primary control units to keep the CapEx and OpEx as low as possible. Therefore, no VVSC is
provided for the LV_grid-link, since only L(U) local controls (varLCLV

L(U)
) are connected at the end of

some laterals: coordination is not relevant. The LV_grid-link is shown in gold-coloured dotted lines
because its existence must be discussed also in terms of load-generation balancing. The latter is not
within the scope of this paper. A grid-link is set up in the MV level. Here, the VVSC is important
to coordinate the Q-contribution of DGs, RDs and the neighbour grid-links with the voltage at the
secondary side or OLTC position of the supplying transformer (STR) while respecting all constraints
and optimizing the network performance at the same time.
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All simulations are performed using both distribution grid models. The STR tap is fixed in its
mid-position so that the impact of CD placement on distribution grid behaviour can be clearly analysed.

1. Control setup: Without any var control (no control)

Figure 5 shows the simplified form of the VVC chain strategy representing the setup without any
var control. In this form, the VVC chain in the Y-axis is presented by the following generalized equation:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
varPCMV

DG

)}
(6)
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Usually, VVSCMV sends the var set-points QMV∗
DG to all DGs connected to the MV_link-grid. In our

simulations, all DGs, i.e., PV-systems, inject into the grid with a power factor of one, QMV∗
DG = 0.

PV-systems in CP level inject with a power factor of one as well. Therefore, the LV grids supply reactive
power to the loads connected at the CP level.

In this control setup, reactive power is exchanged between all three levels: between HV_ and
MV_link-grid, MV_ and LV_link-grids, and LV_link-grids and CPs.

2. Control setup: L(U)-control and CP_Q-autarky (no CDs)

Figure 6 depicts the simplified form of the VVC chain strategy representing the setup with
L(U)-control and CP_Q-autarky. In this form, the VVC chain in the Y-axis is presented by the following
equation:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
varPCMV

DG

)
, varLCLV

L(U)
, VVSCCP

(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)}
(7)

The VVSCMV sends the var set-points QMV∗
DG = 0 to all PV-systems connected to the MV_link-grid.

To alleviate upper voltage limit violations, varLCLV
L(U)

are set at the ends of the violated LV feeders

(see Figure 3). Each VVSCCP sends the required var set-point QCP∗
inv to the corresponding PV-system

to achieve Q-autarky, i.e., full reactive power compensation in CP level, satisfying the var constraint
varCnsLV

CP = 0 at all times [18].
In this control setup, reactive power is exchanged between two levels: between HV_ and

MV_link-grid and between MV_ and LV_link-grids.

3. Control setup: L(U)-control, CP_Q-Autarky and CD at the STR MV-busbar (CDSTR
MV )

This control setup is derived from the second one and supplemented with a CD connected to the
STR MV-bus bar, Figure 7. The VVC chain in the Y-axis is presented as follows:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
varPCMV

CD , varPCMV
DG , varCnsHV

MV= 0
)
, varLCLV

L(U)
, VVSCCP

(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)}
(8)

For the simulations, the CD is parametrized to respect the constraint varCnsHV
MV= 0. Therefore,

the reactive power is exchanged only between MV_ and LV_link-grids.

4. Control setup: L(U)-control, CP_Q-Autarky and CD at the DTRs’ MV-busbars (CDDTR
MV )

In this case, CD positioning is moved from the MV-bus bar of the STR to the MV-bus bars of the
DTRs, compensating the reactive power required by LV_link-grids, Figure 8. The VVC chain in the
Y-axis is presented by the following equation:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
varPCMV

DG , varPCMV
CD , varCnsMV

LV = 0
)
, varLCLV

L(U)
, VVSCCP

(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)}
(9)

Therefore, the reactive power is exchanged only between HV_ and MV_link-grid.

5. Control setup: L(U)-control, CP_Q-Autarky and CDs at the DTRs’ LV-busbars (CDDTR
LV )

Here, CD positioning is moved from the MV- to the LV-bus bars of DTRs, compensating the
reactive power required by LV_link-grid, Figure 9. The VVC chain in the Y-axis is presented by:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
varPCMV

DG , varPCLV
CD, varCnsMV

LV = 0
)
, varPCLV

L(U)
, VVSCCP

(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)}
(10)

Also in this case, the reactive power is exchanged only between HV_ and MV_link-grid.
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3. Results and Discussion

The behaviour of both distribution grids is described below for the simulated control setups;
thereby, the effect of CD placement is analysed in detail. Based on these results, the optimal setup of
the volt/var control chain is discussed.

3.1. Behaviour of Distribution Grids

As explained in Section 2.2.2, all simulations are performed in the common model of MV and LV
levels. Simulation results over the 24 h time horizon are shown graphically in Figures 10 and 12 for
the cable and overhead line structure, respectively. Whereas in Tables 2 and 3results at tcrit are listed.
Simulations are made for different control setups; results are drown in different colours as follows:
“no control“ in dashed blackline; “no CDs” in purple; “CDSTR

MV ” in green; “CDDTR
MV ” in ocra yellow and

“CDDTR
LV ” in red solid line. The behaviour of distribution grids is analysed using various parameters as:

(a) the total reactive power consumption of all L(U)s included in the LV_link-grids, QL(U)
tot,t ;

(b) the total reactive power contribution of all CDs included in MV_ or LV_link-grids, QCD
tot,t;

(c) the reactive power exchange between HV_ and MV_link-grid, QHV
MV,t, at the STR primary side;

(d) the active power losses of the distribution grid, Ploss
t , including losses of transformers, cables and

overhead lines;
(e) the STR loading, LoadingSTR

t ;

(f) the mean loading of all DTRs, LoadingDTRs
t , which is calculated as in

LoadingDTRs
t =

∑32
k=1 LoadingDTR

k,t

32
(11)

where LoadingDTR
k,t is the loading of the DTR k at time-point t, and 32 is the number of DTRs;

(g) the voltage limit violation index, VIt, which is calculated as in

VIt =

∑mt
j=1

(
Uupper

u,t −Uupper
lim

)
ULV

nom
+

∑nt
j=1

(
Ulower

lim −Ulower
v,t

)
ULV

nom
(12)

where mt is the number of LV_link-grid nodes that violate the upper voltage limit at time-point t;
nt is the number of LV_link-grid nodes that violate the lower voltage limit at time-point t; Uupper

u,t
is the voltage of the LV_link-grid node u with upper voltage limit violation at time-point t;
Ulower

v,t is the voltage of the LV_link-grid node v with lower voltage limit violation at time-point t;
Uupper

lim = 1.1·ULV
nom= 0.44 kV is the upper voltage limit; and Ulower

lim = 0.9·ULV
nom= 0.36 kV is the lower

voltage limit. Only LV_link-grid nodes are considered because the simulations show that no
voltage limit violations appear in the MV_link-grid.

Table 2. Behaviour of the distribution grid with cable conductors in MV level at tcrit for different
control setups.

Control
Setup

QL(U)
tot,tcrit

(Mvar)
QCD

tot,tcrit
(Mvar)

QHV
MV,tcrit

(Mvar)
Ploss

tcrit
(MW)

LoadingSTR
tcrit

(%)
LoadingDTRs

tcrit
(%)

No control 0.00 0.00 −0.70 0.94 52.44 64.40
No CDs 2.07 0.00 −2.65 1.17 53.28 67.47
CDSTR

MV 2.63 −3.17 0.00 1.23 50.95 67.74

CDDTR
MV 3.03 −3.67 0.11 1.25 50.81 68.11

CDDTR
LV 3.60 −4.24 0.11 1.33 50.35 60.74
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Table 3. Behaviour of the distribution grid with overhead conductors in MV level at tcrit for different
control setups.

Control
Setup

QL(U)
tot,tcrit

(Mvar)
QCD

tot,tcrit
(Mvar)

QHV
MV,tcrit

(Mvar)
Ploss

tcrit
(MW)

LoadingSTR
tcrit

(%)
LoadingDTRs

tcrit
(%)

No control 0.00 0.00 −1.97 1.22 51.85 63.53
No CDs 2.11 0.00 −4.04 1.52 54.03 67.61
CDSTR

MV 2.79 −4.66 0.00 1.60 48.93 67.90

CDDTR
MV 3.80 −4.52 −1.08 1.63 49.04 69.42

CDDTR
LV 4.40 −5.11 −1.06 1.72 48.50 58.49

Simulations show that the currents through the transformers, cables and overhead lines never
exceed their thermal ratings. The behaviour of distribution grids strongly depends on the PV injections
and the placement of CDs.

3.1.1. Distribution Grid with Cable Conductors in MV Level

Figure 10 shows the voltage profiles of the MV_link-grid with cable conductors and the backmost
LV_link-grid for the critical time-point tcrit.

Without any var control, the upper voltage limit is violated with a voltage limit violation index of
35.51. In the case of “no CDs”, “CDSTR

MV ” and “CDDTR
MV ”, no voltage limit violations appear, but if CDs

are installed at the DTRs’ LV-busbars, the upper voltage limit is violated with a voltage limit violation
index of 0.04.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 23 
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Figure 10. Voltage profile of the MV_link-grid with cable conductors and the backmost LV_link-grid at
t = tcrit.

Figure 11 shows the behaviour of the distribution grid with cable conductors in MV level over the
24 h time horizon for all control setups. Figure 11a shows the total reactive power consumption of all
L(U)s connected at the distribution grid. When “no control” is applied, no L(U)s are installed and as a
result, there is no Q-consumption. The maximum total Q-consumption of L(U)s is reached at tcrit for all
cases. The lowest value of 2.07 Mvar is achieved when no CDs are applied, while the highest one of
3.60 Mvar is reached when CDs are installed at the secondary sides of DTRs.
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Figure 11b shows the reactive power contribution of the CDs. In the cases of “no control” and
“no CDs”, no CDs are installed, thus no Q-contribution is expected. In the other cases, the maximum
Q-contribution of CDs appears at tcrit. The CDSTR

MV behaves inductive in time periods 0:00 to 9:20 a.m.
and 03:00 to 12:00 p.m. to compensate the capacitive power produced by the cable. As the PV injection
increases from 9:00 a.m., the L(U)s included in LV_link-grid begin to consume inductive power to
eliminate the upper voltage limit violations. To compensate the additionally required inductive
power, the reactive power production of CDSTR

MV changes from inductive to capacitive, reaching the
maximum Q-injection of 3.17 Mvar. When CDs are installed in distribution substation, they behave
purely capacitive with a maximum Q-injection of 3.67 and 4.24 Mvar for the cases “CDDTR

MV ” and
“CDDTR

LV ”, respectively.
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Figure 11c shows the reactive power exchange between HV_ and MV_link-grid. In the control
setups “no control” and “no CDs”, the MV_link-grid draws reactive power from the HV_link-grid
between approx. 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. In the remaining time horizon, the MV_link-grid injects
reactive power into the HV_link-grid. In the case “no control”, two peaks of QHV

MV,t are identified: one
at tcrit, where the MV_link-grid draws 0.70 Mvar from the HV_link-grid; and the other at 10 p.m.,
where the MV_link-grid injects 0.80 Mvar into the HV_link-grid. This behaviour is caused by the
capacitive nature of the load in the evening and the cable structure of the MV_link-grid. In the case of
“no CDs”, the MV_link-grid draws the maximum reactive power of 2.65 Mvar from the HV_link-grid
at tcrit. If the CD is installed at the STR MV-busbar, no reactive power is exchanged between HV_ and
MV_link-grid over the all-time horizon. In the control setups “CDDTR

MV ” and “CDDTR
LV ”, the MV_link-grid

injects reactive power into HV_link-grid over the all-time horizon, showing their minimum Q-injection
of 0.11 Mvar at tcrit.

Figure 11d shows the active power losses of the distribution grid. In all cases, losses increase
drastically between approx. 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. due to the PV injection. The maximum values
appear at tcrit, where the control setup “CDDTR

LV ” provokes the highest grid losses of 1.33 MW.
Figure 11e,f show the STR and mean DTR loading, respectively. In all cases, STR and mean DTR

loading increase drastically between approx. 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. due to PV injections, reaching
their maximum values at tcrit. For the STR loading, the highest value of 53.28% is reached for the
control setup “no CDs”; while the lowest one of 50.35% is reached for the “CDDTR

LV ” case. For the mean
DTR loading, the highest value of 68.11% is reached for the control setup “CDDTR

MV ”; while the lowest
one of 60.74% is reached for the “CDDTR

LV ” case.

3.1.2. Distribution Grid with Overhead Conductors in MV Level

Figure 12 shows the voltage profiles of the MV_link-grid with overhead line conductors and the
backmost LV_link-grid for the critical time-point tcrit.
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Figure 12. Voltage profile of the MV_link-grid with overhead line conductors and the backmost
LV_link-grid at t = tcrit.

Without any var control, the upper voltage limit is violated with a voltage limit violation index of
58.38. In the case of “no CDs” and “CDSTR

MV ”, no voltage limit violations appear, but if CDs are installed
at distribution substation, the upper voltage limit is violated with a voltage limit violation index of
1.79 and 7.73, respectively, for the cases “CDDTR

MV ” and “CDDTR
LV ”.
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Figure 13 shows the behaviour of the distribution grid with overhead line conductors in MV
level over the 24 h time horizon for all control setups. Figure 13a shows the total reactive power
consumption of all L(U)s connected at the distribution grid. When “no control” is applied, no L(U)s
are installed and as a result, there is no Q-consumption. The maximum total Q-consumption of L(U)s
is reached at tcrit for all cases. The lowest value of 2.11 Mvar is achieved when no CDs are applied,
while the highest one of 4.40 Mvar is reached when CDs are installed at the secondary sides of DTRs.
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Figure 13. Behaviour of the distribution grid with overhead line conductors in MV level for a 24 h
time horizon and different control strategies: (a) Q-consumption of L(U)s; (b) Q-contribution of CDs;
(c) Q-exchange between HV_ and MV_link-grid; (d) active power losses; (e) STR loading; (f) mean
DTR loading.

Figure 13b shows the reactive power contribution of the CDs. In the cases of “no control” and
“no CDs”, no CDs are installed, thus no Q-contribution is expected. If CDs are installed, they behave
purely capacitive, reaching their maximum Q-contribution at tcrit. The lowest value of 4.52 Mvar is
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achieved when CDs are installed at the DTRs’ primary sides, while the highest one of 5.11 Mvar is
reached when they are installed at the DTRs’ secondary sides.

Figure 13c shows the reactive power exchange between HV_ and MV_link-grid. In the control
setup “no control”, the MV_link-grid injects reactive power into the HV_link-grid between approx.
9:00 p.m. and 11:15 p.m. In the remaining time horizon, the MV_link-grid draws reactive power
from the HV_link-grid; two peaks of QHV

MV,t are identified: one at tcrit, where the MV_link-grid draws
1.97 Mvar from the HV_link-grid; and the other at 10 p.m., where the MV_link-grid injects 66 kvar into
the HV_link-grid. This behaviour is caused by the capacitive nature of the load in the evening. If the CD
is installed at the STR MV-busbar, no reactive power is exchanged between HV_ and MV_link-grid over
the all-time horizon. In all other cases, the MV_link-grid draws reactive power from the HV_link-grid
over the all-time horizon, with the maximum Q-exchange appearing at tcrit. In the case of “no CDs”,
the MV_link-grid draws the maximum reactive power of 4.04 Mvar from the HV_link-grid.

Figure 13d shows the active power losses of the distribution grid. In all cases, losses increase
drastically between approx. 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. due to the PV injection. The maximum values
appear at tcrit, where the control setup “CDDTR

LV ” provokes the highest grid losses of 1.72 MW.
Figure 13e,f show the STR and mean DTR loading, respectively. In all cases, STR and mean DTR

loading increase drastically between approx. 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. due to PV injections, reaching
their maximum values at tcrit. For the STR loading, the highest value of 54.03% is reached for the
control setup “no CDs”; while the lowest one of 48.50% is reached for the “CDDTR

LV ” case. For the mean
DTR loading, the highest value of 69.42% is reached for the control setup “CDDTR

MV ”; while the lowest
one of 58.49% is reached for the “CDDTR

LV ” case.

3.1.3. Effect of CD Placement

Table 4 shows the relevant criteria used for the evaluation of different CD locations within the
distribution grid with cable or overhead conductors in MV level. The energy loss, the average STR and
DTR loadings, the average voltage limit violation index, and the energy exchange between MV_ and
HV_link-grid are calculated according to Equations (A1)–(A5), Appendix B. Furthermore, one of the
criteria applies to the number of compensation devices to be installed in each case.

Table 4. Criteria used for the evaluation of different CD locations within the distribution grid with
cable or overhead conductors in MV level.

Conductor
Type in

MV Level

Control
Setup

VIavg
(-)

Eloss

(MWh)
EHV

MV
(MWh)

LoadingSTR
avg

(%)
LoadingDTRs

avg
(%)

No. of
CDs
(-)

Cable
CDSTR

MV 0.0000 6.5051 34.4286 17.9049 23.9071 1

CDDTR
MV 0.0000 6.6000 34.0946 18.5570 23.9116 32

CDDTR
LV 0.0016 7.2863 33.8003 19.0885 23.5122 32

Overhead
CDSTR

MV 0.0000 8.3320 32.5502 17.4605 23.9019 1

CDDTR
MV 0.1484 8.4739 32.3078 17.4682 24.1743 32

CDDTR
LV 0.8307 8.8536 31.9763 17.3888 22.3732 32

The CD placement at the STR MV-bus bar supports the elimination of voltage limit violations in
all cases, while the contrary is noticed when the CDs are placed on the DTR level. The placement of
CDs on the MV side of DTRs provokes violations of the upper voltage limit in the case of overhead
conductor type, VIavg = 0.1484. Meanwhile, when CDs are installed at the LV side of DTRs, limit
violations appear in both cases, cable and overhead, with a VIavg of 0.0016 and 0.8307, respectively.

Regarding the active power loss over the all-time horizon, i.e., the active energy loss, a clear
trend is observed for both conductor types in MV level: while the CD placement at the STR MV-bus
bar causes the lowest energy losses of 6.5051 and 8.3320 MWh for cable and overhead conductors in
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MV level, respectively, the CD placement at DTRs’ LV-bus bars causes the highest ones of 7.2863 and
8.8536 MWh.

These results show that the compensation of the reactive power in distribution substation
significantly deteriorates the effectiveness of L(U)-control, leading to very high losses and voltage limit
violations in LV level.

The amount of active power flowing from MV_ to HV_link-grid over the all-time horizon,
i.e., active energy exchange, depends on the placement of the CDs, Figure 14. Their placement in the
supplying substation supports the maximum active energy exchange in all cases.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 23 
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Figure 14. Active energy exchange between MV_and HV_link-grid for different conductor types in
MV level: (a) cable; (b) overhead line.

The STR and DTR loading depends on the active and reactive power flows. In our simulations the
CD set on the MV-bus bar of the supplying substation completely compensates the reactive power
exchange at all times. Thus, the average STR loading is exclusively provoked by the active power flow,
achieving the minimum value of 17.9049% for the grid with cable conductors in MV level. In the case
of overhead conductor type, the lowest value of 17.3888% is reached when the CDs are placed at the
LV side of the DTRs. In this case, active and reactive energy flow through the STR, because the CDs
compensate the reactive power in DTR level.

Anyhow, due to the reduced active energy exchange, Figure 14, the lowest STR loading value
results for this control setup. The highest average STR loading of 19.0885% for the grid with cable
conductors in MV level appears when CDs are installed at the DTRs’ LV-bus bars. In the case of
overhead conductor type, the highest value of 17.4682% is reached when CDs are installed at MV-bus
bars of the DTRs.

The number of CDs to install is very different. When placed at the STR MV-side, one CD per bus
bar is required (or two CDs in double bus bar configurations), while the placement in the distribution
substations normally requires as many CD devices as there are DTRs in place; which are in our case
32 CDs.

Figure 15 depicts a qualitative representation of the results given in Table 4.
The effectiveness of the solution depends on the size of the surface of the pentagon. The smaller

the surface of the latter, the more effective is the solution. Results show that the distribution grid
performs best when CDs are placed at the MV-bus bar of the STR.
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3.2. Discussion

Results have shown that the VVC chain strategy supports the integration of rooftop PVs on a large
scale. Figure 16 shows the most suitable setup of the VVC chain for a distribution grid with the highest
PV share operated by one DSO. The VVC chain is designed with a minimum number of secondary
and primary control units to reduce the associated investments and operating costs. Derived from
Equation (1), the VVC chain in the Y-axis is presented by:

VVCY−axis= {VVSC MV
(
voltPCMV

OLTC, varPCMV
RD , varPCMV

DG , VVSCMV
ngb, varCnsHV

MV

)
, varLCLV

L(U)
,

VVSCCP
(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)}
.

(13)
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Figure 16. The most suitable setup of the VVC chain for a distribution grid with the highest PV share
operated by one DSO.

Two grid-link types, i.e., MV_ and CP_grid-link, are designed in this case. For the LV level,
no grid-link is designed for four reasons:
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(a) MV_ and LV_link-grids have the same operator and as a result they do not have external interfaces
between each other [16];

(b) No reactive power is exchanged between LV_link-grids and CPs because of the Q-autarky of
the latter;

(c) No distributed energy resources are foreseen to deliver reactive power to the LV_link-grids;
(d) At each LV feeder with voltage limit violation potential is installed one locally controlled L(U).

The MV_grid-link includes a VVSCMV that coordinates the Q-contribution of DGs, RDs and
the neighbour grid-links with the voltage at the secondary side or OLTC position of the STR while
respecting the reactive power constraints, varCnsHV

MV, on the HV-MV intersection points and optimizing
the network performance at the same time. The HV-MV intersection points correspond in many cases
with TSO-DSO intersection points. varCnsHV

MV is dynamic and therefore needs to be discussed and
defined through real-time TSO and DSO cooperation in order to achieve an optimal solution, in both,
transmission and distribution grids.

Simulation results have shown that the uncontrolled reactive power flow provoked by the locally
controlled units, varLCLV

L(U)
, included in LV_link-grid is best compensated by the CD installed at the

MV-bus bar of the STR. varLCLV
L(U)

s, installed at the end of each LV lateral with voltage limit violation
potential, keep the voltage below the upper limit during the PV production period.

The CP_grid-links have a VVSCCP
(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsLV
CP= 0

)
that takes care to fully compensate

the reactive power of the customer plant at all times. The interaction between the LV_link-grid and
CPs in terms of reactive power is not existing and therefore no exchange of information between the
DSO and the customers is required. Thus, the ICT challenge for the volt/var control is resolved at the
LV level. The CPs inject or obtain exclusively active power into or from the LV_link-grid.

The VVSCMV is practically realized in real time in the frame of the industrial project
Central Volt/var control in Presence of Distributed Generation (ZUQDE, Salzburg, Austria) [29,30].
The distribution state estimator was realized in a MV grid of European type with a symmetrical
balanced behaviour. The VVSCMV

(
voltPCMV

OLTC, varPCMV
DG , cosϕCnsHV

MV

)
was successfully realized in

closed loop. This project has indicated that the implementation of the proposed VVC chain strategy
has great potential to be realized on an industrial scale.

4. Conclusions

Due to the current trends in distribution grids, i.e., implementation of distributed generation
with local volt/var control, the local voltage increases, the process of reactive power management
throughout the power grid becomes very difficult and the information and communications technology
(ICT) related challenge follows up. Therefore, solving the problem of voltage control and reactive
power management is of utmost importance to utilities, as they may favor the large scale integration of
distributed generation.

Results of this investigation have shown that the VVC chain strategy, which roots on LINK-based
holistic architecture, supports the integration of rooftop PVs on a large scale. The inclusion of the
L(U)+CP_Q-autarky control ensemble in the control chain eliminates the violation of the upper voltage
limit at low voltage level, as well as the ICT challenges and social problems. The VVC chain is designed
with a minimum number of secondary and primary control units to reduce the associated investments
and operating costs. It consists of two volt/var secondary controls; one at medium voltage level (which
also controls the TSO-DSO reactive power exchange), the other at the customer plant level. MV and LV
grids have the best performance in terms of losses, loading of distribution and supplying transformers,
number of installed compensation devices and active power production, when the compensation
device is placed at the MV bus bar of supplying transformer.

One part of the VVC chain, VVSCMV, is industrially realized in real time in another project.
Nevertheless, the industrial implementation of the entire VVC chain is the next step to prove the
practical relevance of the results of this study.
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Appendix A

Figure A1 shows the simplified one-line diagrams of the used MV_link-grid models. The YNyn6,
110 kV/20 kV, 18.5 MVA STR has a short-circuit voltage of 10.12% with a resistive part of 0.45%, core
losses of 28.2 kW and an open-circuit current of 0.19%. Both MV_link-grids connect two PV-systems,
each with a module-rating of PMV

PV,r = 1 MW, and an inverter-rating of SMV
inv,r = 1 MVA.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 23 
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Figure A1. Detailed one-line diagrams of the MV_link-grid models with different conductor types: 
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a reactance of 0.1222 Ω/km, a capacitance of 254 nF/km, and a limiting current of 419 A. Figure A1b 
shows the overhead line MV_link-grid. The line segments have a resistance of 0.358 Ω/km, a reactance 
of 0.376 Ω/km, a capacitance of 9.6 nF/km, and a limiting current of 350 A. 
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Figure A1. Detailed one-line diagrams of the MV_link-grid models with different conductor types:
(a) cable; (b) overhead line.

Figure A1a shows the cable MV_link-grid. The cable segments have a resistance of 0.206 Ω/km,
a reactance of 0.1222 Ω/km, a capacitance of 254 nF/km, and a limiting current of 419 A. Figure A1b
shows the overhead line MV_link-grid. The line segments have a resistance of 0.358 Ω/km, a reactance
of 0.376 Ω/km, a capacitance of 9.6 nF/km, and a limiting current of 350 A.

Appendix B

Different criteria are used to evaluate the simulated control setups in both distribution grid models.
Active power loss—The active power loss Ploss

t at time-point t is direct output of the load-flow
simulations and includes the active power losses of the STR and all overhead lines, cables and DTRs.
The active energy loss Eloss over the all-time horizon is:

Eloss = ∆t·
∑
∀t

Ploss
t . (A1)

where ∆t = 15 min is the time-step used for the simulations.
Average STR loading—The STR loading LoadingSTR

t at time-point t is a direct output of the load-flow
simulations. The average STR loading LoadingSTR

avg over the all-time horizon is:

LoadingSTR
avg =

∑
∀t LoadingSTR

t
N

, (A2)
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where N = 96 is the number of conducted load-flow simulations per control setup and distribution
grid model.

Average DTR loading—The mean loading of all DTRs LoadingDTRs
t at time-point t is calculated

according to Equation (11). The average DTRs’ loading LoadingDTRs
avg over the all-time horizon is:

LoadingDTRs
avg =

∑
∀t LoadingDTRs

t
N

(A3)

Average voltage limit violation index—The voltage limit violation index VIt at time-point t is
calculated according to Equation (12). The average voltage limit violation index over the all-time
horizon is:

VIavg =

∑
∀t VIt

N
(A4)

Active energy exchange—The active power flow from MV_ to HV_link-grid PHV
MV,t at the STR primary

side at time-point t is direct output of the load-flow simulations. The total active energy exchange EHV
MV

between MV_ and HV_link-grid over the all-time horizon is:

EHV
MV = ∆t·

∑
∀t

PHV
MV,t (A5)

Appendix C

Table A1 lists all the abbreviations and the corresponding full forms used in the paper.

Table A1. Abbreviations and corresponding full forms.

BLiN Boundary link node MV Medium voltage
BPN Boundary producer node OLTC On load tap changer
BSN Boundary storage node OpEx Operational expenditures

CapEx Capital expenditures PC Primary control
CD Compensation device PV Photovoltaic
CP Customer plant RD Reactive device
DG Distributed generation RPM Reactive power margin

DSO Distribution system operator SC Secondary control
DSt Distributed storage STR Supplying transformer
DTR Distribution transformer TSO Transmission system operator
HV High voltage VCRD Voltage control reactive device

ICT Information and communications
technology VVC Volt/var control

LC Local control VVSC Volt/var secondary control
LV Low voltage

cosϕCnsHV
MV

cosϕ constraint at the border to the
HV_link-grid

varPCLV
DG/DSt

Primary controls of DGs and DSts
connected to the LV_link-grids

varCnsHV
MV

Var constraint at the border to the
HV_link-grid varPCLV

RD
Primary controls of RDs included in the
LV_link-grids

varCnsMV
LV

Var constraint at the border to the
MV_link-grid varPCCP

inv
Primary controls of PV-inverters
connected to CP_link-grids

varCnsLV
CP

Var constraint at the border to the
LV_link-grid voltPCMV

OLTC

Primary controls of the STR or other
transformers with OLTC included in the
MV_link-grid

varLCLV
L(U)

Local controls of L(U)s included in the
LV_link-grids VVSCMV VVSC of MV_grid-link

varPCMV
CD

Primary controls of CDs included in the
MV_link-grid VVSCLV VVSC of LV_grid-link

varPCMV
DG/DSt

Primary controls of DGs and DSts
connected to the MV_link-grid VVSCCP VVSC of CP_grid-link

varPCMV
RD

Primary controls of RDs included in the
MV_link-grid

VVSCMV,LV
ngb

VVSC of neighbour MV_ or
LV_grid-links

varPCLV
CD

Primary controls of CDs included in the
LV_link-grids

VVSCLV,CP
ngb

VVSC of neighbour LV_ or
CP_grid-links
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Table A2 lists the nomenclature of all variables used for calculations.

Table A2. Nomenclature of all variables used for calculations.

CP,Z
t , CP,I

t , CP,P
t Active power ZIP coefficients for time-point t.

CQ,Z
t , CQ,I

t , CQ,P
t Reactive power ZIP coefficients for time-point t.

EHV
MV Active energy exchange between MV_ and HV_link-grid over the all-time horizon.

Eloss Active energy loss over the all-time horizon.

f P,load
t Active power load profile factor at time-point t.

f Q,load
t

Reactive power load profile factor at time-point t.

f P,PV
t Active power production profile factor at time-point t.

LoadingDTR
k,t Loading of the DTR k at time-point t.

LoadingDTRs
t

Mean loading of all DTRs at time-point t.

LoadingDTRs
avg The average DTRs’ loading over the all-time horizon.

LoadingSTR
t The STR loading at time-point t.

LoadingSTR
avg The average STR loading over the all-time horizon.

mt Number of LV_link-grid nodes that violate the upper voltage limit at time-point t.
nt Number of LV_link-grid nodes that violate the lower voltage limit at time-point t.
N Number of conducted load-flow simulations per control setup and distribution grid model.

PCP
inv,i,t Active power production of the PV-system of the CP i at time-point t.

PCP
load,i,t Active power consumption of the loads of the CP i at time-point t.

PCP
PV,r Module-rating of the PV-system of each CP.

PLV
CP,i,t Active power flow from the CP i to LV_link-grid at time-point t.

Pload
nom,t Active power consumption of each CP’s load for nominal grid voltage at time-point t.

Pload
peak Peak active power demand of each CP’s load.

PMV
inv,t Active power production of each PV-system connected to the MV_link-grid at time-point t.

PMV
PV,r Module-rating of each PV-system connected to the MV_link-grid.

Ploss
t Active power losses of the distribution grid at time-point t.

PHV
MV,t Active power flow from the MV_ to HV_link-grid at time-point t.

QCP
inv,i,t Reactive power production of the PV-system of the CP i at time-point t.

QCP
load,i,t Reactive power consumption of the loads of the CP i at time-point t.

QLV
CP,i,t Reactive power flow from the CP i to LV_link-grid at time-point t.

Qload
nom,t Reactive power consumption of each CP’s load for nominal grid voltage at time-point t.

QL(U)
tot,t Total reactive power consumption of all L(U)s included in the LV_link-grids at time-point t.

QCD
tot,t Total reactive power contribution of all CDs included in MV_ or LV_link-grids at time-point t.

QHV
MV,t Reactive power flow from the MV_ to HV_link-grid at time-point t.

SCP
inv,r Inverter-rating of the PV-system of each CP.

SMV
inv,r Inverter-rating of each PV-system connected to the MV_link-grid.

Ui,t Actual voltage at the BLiN of the CP i at time-point t.

ULV
nom Nominal voltage of LV_link-grids.

Uupper
u,t Voltage of the LV_link-grid node u with upper voltage limit violation at time-point t.

Ulower
v,t Voltage of the LV_link-grid node v with lower voltage limit violation at time-point t.

Uupper
lim Upper voltage limit.

Ulower
lim Lower voltage limit.

VIt Voltage limit violation index at time-point t.

VIavg Average voltage limit violation index over the all-time horizon.

tcrit Critical time-point, where the maximal PV production occurs.

∆t Time-step used to sample the load and production profiles.
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